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GAME DESCRIPTION

Tempered Steel

Tempered Steel   - GAME SHEET

In the heart of a blacksmiths forge awaits a game packed with
features, big wins and unlimited free spins. Quench the
molten modifier chain to reveal 3 reel modifiers. Light the
furnaces for climbing wild action in the free spins feature.
Forge high value weapons to win big. Unearth the potential of
the forge!



GENERAL INFORMATION

Game Type ........................................................................................................................................................................................ Video Slot

Default Bet Size ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 1.00€

Default Bet Range............................................................................................................................................................ 0.20€ - 100€

Number of Paylines....................................................................................................................................................................................... 20
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SUPPORTED CURRENCIES

AMD - ARS - AUD - BGN - BRL - CAD - CHF - CLP - CNY - CZK - DKK - EUR - GBP - GEL - HKD
- HRK - HUF - IDR - ILS - INR - ISK - JPY - KRW - KZT - MXN - MYR - NOK - NZD - PEN - PLN -
RON - RUB - SEK - SGD - THB TRY - TWD - UAH - USD - VND - ZAR
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Base Game

Tempered Steel is a 5x3 slot machine with
20 lines. It is set inside a blacksmiths forge
with lots of interesting machinery in the
environment that really set the mood of the
game. It is a darker than usual slot game
that perfectly sets the tone for the high
volatility game play.

The base has a 24.4% hit rate and pays left to
right 3, 4 and 5 of a kind matching symbols.

All modifiers and bonuses are designed to
deliver using equipment found inside a forge.
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Base Reel Modifier Delivery
To the left of the screen is a iron chain that is
used to trigger the real modifiier sequence. It
has a random chance of starting at the beginning
of every game cycle. When triggered it will lower
into the bucket to produce steam and reveal the
bonus modifier. Up to 3 modifiers can be
delivered using this mechanism.

After a modifier is delivered the metal chain will
reset to a cool state and slowly become hotter
again the more spins the player has had since
their last  modifier. This is a visual indication so
the player knows when to expect the next
modifier.
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Base Reel Modifiers
Lock and spin
Wilds will be stacked three high and if one or
more reels land with a fully in view then those
reels will lock in place and award a free respin.
This continues until no new  wilds land fully in
view. At which point all wins are paid.

Forge your weapon
The player is presented with 3 hidden symbols
and must pick one to reveal which weapon they
have forged. Lots of these weapon symbols are
added to the reels for a big win chance.

Bonus frenzy
Lots of bonus symbols are added to the reels for
a much improved free spins chance.
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FREE SPINS
The free spins is unlimited and ends once the
last climbing wild has been removed from the
reels.
At the start of the free spins each reel has a
smouldering kiln underneath.
At the start of any of the spins the smouldering
kiln can be turned up and the top wild of a stack
of wilds appear at the bottom of the associated
reel, note it is possible to trigger more than one
reel at a time.
During the next spin the added stacked wild will
move up one and will carry on climbing until it
has been removed from view at the top of the
reel.
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BUY A BONUS
Tempered Steel features a Buy A Bonus option
for permitted territories.

Buy A Bonus costs 100X the players base stake
and in return awards entry to free spins via 3, 4
or 5 of a kind bonus symbols on the reels.

3 of a kind bonus entry initiate 3 high wild stacks,

4 of a kind bonus entry initiate 4 high wild stacks

5 of a kind bonus entry initiate 5 high wild stacks
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A More Detailed View
ABOUT THE GAME
There are 4 lower paying symbols represented by the four playing card suits.

There are 5 picture symbols represented by weapons

A wild and a bonus symbol are also present.

The base game has a 24.4% (1 in 4.1) win frequency and features 3 modifiers and one

free spins feature
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FREE SPINS
Free spins can be won by getting 3, 4, or 5 bonus symbols anywhere in view in the base game. The

amount of bonus symbols the player achieves directly correlates to the size of the climbing wild stack

in free spins. So a 3 bonus symbol feature will award a stepping wild stack that is 3 symbols high. All 5

reels will gaurentee a climbing wild during the feature for some really big win potential.

BACK TO BACK FREE SPINS CHANCE
There is a random chance at the end of the free spins feature that the furnaces will relight and start

the free spins feature over again. Except the number of climbing wilds height increases by 1 for an

noticably improved free spins experience.
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HOW TO PLAY
Select the stake > Press the Spin button to start the game.

Optionally also select the Buy a Bonus

RANDOMIZATION
The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certified

random number generator. For more information, visit

http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/about-us



PAYOUT
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RETURN TO PLAYER   HIT FREQUENCY   VOLATILITY

  Multi  25%  High

Default Maximum Win.............................................................................................................................................................. x10,000

Hit Frequency Into FS................................................................................................................................................................ 1 in 223

RTPs............................................................................................................................................................... 96% / 94% / 90.5% / 86%



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

If the game is interrupted during play, players can replay the game round after restarting

the game. If the player chooses to skip the replay, their win will be added to their balance

immediately. In any situation where the replay-functionality is not sufficient, please contact

the gaming website’s support team. In the event of malfunction of the gaming

hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts are rendered void and all affected

bets are refunded. This is game rules version 3.0, dated 18/03/2022. To make available any

previous version, please use the contact form at

http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/contact
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Safari ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................14.1

Opera ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 75

Internet Explorer.................................................................................................................................................................................................11

Firefox............................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 88

Google Chrome.................................................................................................................................................................................................. 90

Edge.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 90

DESKTOP BROWSERS AND MINIMUM VERSION REQUIRED
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